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FoodTools, Inc.

Quality Cheese Cutting 
Equipment for over 30 Years

5CWS cheese scoring machine
The FoodTools 5CWS cheese scoring 
machine is designed to cut a groove on 
the outside of hard cheese wheels to facili-
tate horizontal cutting with a wire so slabs 
can be portioned for exact weight. The 
machine features a dial where the product 
is placed, an electric motor to rotate the 
product, a stainless steel pneumatic motor 
to rotate the blade, adjustable height for 
cutting blade, and stainless steel construc-
tion for sanitation requirements.

 
5-HA horizontal cheese cutting machine
The 5-HA is a heavy duty hydraulic pow-
ered wire cutter that is designed to cut 
hard cheese wheels horizontally. It can be 
fitted for 1-4 slabs that have been scored by 

the 5CWS scoring machine. The machine 
is hydraulic / pneumatic and is controlled 
by a PLC. The machine has stainless steel 
construction with light curtain for opera-
tor safety requirement.

 
CS-3SA wheel & block cutter
The CS-3SA EWC is an exact weight cut-
ter designed for semi-hard & hard cheeses. 
It features a stainless steel blade which is 
highly sharpened, servo driven platform 
and product dial with a pneumatically 
driven blade. The machine is PLC con-

trolled, features a light curtain for operator 
safety and is constructed of stainless steel 
for complete wash down. An optional scale 
can be provided to weigh each product for 
exact weight requirements.

FoodTools, Inc.
190 Veterans Blvd.
South Haven, MI 49090
Phone: 269-637-9969 
Fax: 269-637-1619
Toll free: 800-644-2377
www.foodtools.com

Hard cheese wheel 
scoring machine. Horizontal wire cutter for 

soft or hard cheeses. Vertical blade cutter for 
semi-soft or hard cheeses.

Horizontal / vertical wire cutter 
for wheels, loafs or blocks.

Vertical wire cutter for 
wheels, loafs or blocks.

FoodTools wire & 

blade cheese cutters, 

designed & built to meet the 

dairy industry standards.

800-644-2377 
Visit us at www.foodtools.com

Single or multi-wire low 
cost cutting solution.
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